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DECAY ESTIMATES FOR THE WAVE EQUATION IN TWO
DIMENSIONS
MARIUS BECEANU
Abstract. We establish Strichartz estimates (both reversed and some direct
ones), pointwise decay estimates, and weighted decay estimates for the linear
wave equation in dimension two with an almost scaling-critical potential, in
the case when there is no resonance or eigenvalue at the edge of the spectrum.
We also prove some simple nonlinear applications.
1. Introduction
1.1. Results. Consider the linear wave equation with a real-valued scalar potential
in dimension two:
ftt ´∆f ` V f “ F, fp0q “ f0, ftp0q “ f1. (1.1)
A natural condition for equation (1.1) to be well-posed is that H “ ´∆ ` V
should be self-adjoint. The existence of a self-adjoint extension was shown in [31]
under the assumption that
lim
ǫÑ0
sup
y
ż
|x´y|ăǫ
|V pxq| log´ |x´ y| “ 0.
If H “ ´∆` V is self-adjoint, then the solution is given by
fptq “ cospt
?
Hqf0 ` sinpt
?
Hq?
H
f1 `
ż t
0
sinppt´ sq?Hq?
H
F psq ds.
The following quantity, called energy, is constant as a function of t and remains
bounded for all time if it is initially finite:
Erf sptq :“
ż
R2ˆttu
f2t ` |∇f |2 ` V f2 dx.
Under rather general assumptions, the spectrum of the HamiltonianH consists of
the absolutely continuous component r0,8q and the possibly empty point spectrum,
containing negative energy eigenstates and zero energy eigenfunctions or resonances
(see [20] and [25] concerning the absence of positive eigenvalues).
The solution’s projection on the point spectrum of H lacks any decay and may
even have exponential growth. Thus, in order to obtain dispersive estimates, we
must first project away from the point spectrum. Zero energy states pose an even
more serious obstruction: even after projecting them away, dispersion may only
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take place at a suboptimal rate or not at all. This is why we assume the absence
of zero energy eigenfunctions and resonances in this paper.
Since the free (V “ 0) linear equation (1.1) presents a resonance at energy zero
in dimension two, some estimates obtained in the presence of a potential may be
better than in the free case, as long as the potential eliminates the zero energy
resonance. This is the case for inequalities (1.2), (1.4), (1.10), (1.11), (1.18), and
(1.19) in this paper.
In the generic case when there is no resonance or eigenvalue at the edge of the
spectrum of H , we establish several estimates for the projection on the continu-
ous spectrum of the solution to equation (1.1). We prove pointwise t´1{2 decay
estimates, weighted integrable-in-time decay estimates, reversed Strichartz esti-
mates, and some ordinary Strichartz estimates. All of them take place under almost
scaling-invariant (hence optimal) decay conditions on the potential V .
One novelty of our results is that we prove reversed Strichartz estimates for
the wave equation in dimension two, that is estimates that hold in the reversed
Strichartz norms
}f}LqxLrt :“
ˆż
R2
}fpx, ¨q}qLrt dx
˙ 1
q
.
Such estimates have applications in the study of semilinear equations, see for exam-
ple [5] or Proposition 1.6. Another application is proving the pointwise convergence
of the solution of the wave equation to the initial data, see [6].
Although there is some overlap between the range of allowed exponents for re-
versed Strichartz estimates and the ones for ordinary Strichartz estimates, neither
of them is contained in the other. Indeed, in dimension two, reversed Strichartz
estimates hold for p1
q
, 1
r
q inside the rectangle with vertices p1
8
, 1
2
q, p0, 1
2
q, p1
8
, 0q, and
p0, 0q, while ordinary Strichartz estimates (see [24]) hold inside the right triangle
with vertices p1
2
, 0q, p0, 1
4
q, and p0, 0q. For comparison, Strichartz estimates with
radial data (see [14] or [33]) hold inside the right triangle with vertices p1
2
, 0q, p0, 1
2
q,
and p0, 0q.
In stating the theorems below, we assume that 0 is a regular point of the spectrum
of ´∆ ` V . This property is defined by the Definition on p. 12. Let the spaces
Kθ and K
˚
θ be defined by (2.1) and (2.2) respectively. We also denote by L
p,q the
usual Lorentz spaces, see [7] for their definition and properties.
Our main result is as follows:
Theorem 1.1. Assume that p1 ` log` |x|q2V P L1x, for some q P p1,8s V P Lqloc
and limRÑ8R1´1{q}V }Lqp|x|PrR,2Rsq “ 0, and 0 is a regular point of the spectrum
of H “ ´∆` V . Let Pc be the projection on the continuous spectrum of H. Thenż 8
1
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ sinpt
?
HqPc?
H
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ px, yq dt À p1` log` |x|qp1 ` log` |y|q, (1.2)ż 1
0
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ sinpt
?
HqPc?
H
f
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ pxq dt À }f}L1xXK1 , (1.3)
and for p P r1,8s›››››
ż t
´8
sinppt´ sq?HqPc?
H
F psq ds
›››››
p1`log` |x|qL8x Lpt
À }F }pp1`log` |x|q´1L1xXK1qLps .
(1.4)
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In addition, ż 1
0
| cospt
?
HqPcf |pxq dt À }∇f}L1x , (1.5)
p1` log` |x|q´1
ż 8
0
| cospt
?
HqPcf |pxq dt À }∇f}L1x , (1.6)
and for 1 ď p ď 8››››ż t´8 cosppt´ sq?HqPcF psq ds
››››
p1`log` |x|qL8x Lpt
À }∇F }L1xLpt . (1.7)
Furthermore, for 1 ď q1, q2, r1, r2, σ, σ˜ ď 8, one has that›››››
ż t
´8
sinppt´ sq?HqPc?
H
F px, sq ds
›››››
L
q1,σ
x L
r1,σ˜
t
À }F }
L
q2,σ
x L
r2,σ˜
s
, (1.8)
››››ż t´8 cosppt´ sq?HqPcF px, sq ds
››››
L
q1,σ
x L
r1,σ˜
t
À }∇F }
L
q2,σ
x L
r2,σ˜
s
, (1.9)
where 2
q1
` 1
r1
` 2 “ 2
q2
` 1
r2
and 0 ă 1
r2
´ 1
r1
ď 1
2
. When r1 “ 8 Lr1,σ˜ “ L8.
When r2 “ 1 Lr2,σ˜ “ L1. When r1 “ 8, r2 “ 2 then Lr1,σ˜ “ L8 and Lr2,σ˜ “ L2,1.
When r1 “ 2, r2 “ 1 then Lr1,σ˜ “ L2,8 and Lr2,σ˜ “ L1. When q1 “ 8 Lq1,σ “ L8
and Lq2,σ “ Lq2,1 and when q2 “ 1 Lq1,σ “ Lq1,8 and Lq2,σ “ L1.
Next, ››››› sinpt
?
HqPc?
H
f
›››››
pp1`log` |x|qL8x `K˚1 qL8t
À }f}L2x (1.10)
and 1
} cospt
?
HqPcf}pp1`log` |x|qL8x `K˚1 qL8t À }f}H1x . (1.11)
The dual estimates are also true.
Moreover, assume V P Lqx. For 14 ă s ă 1 and 2q ` 1r “ 1 ´ s, 8 ď q ă 8
(and including Lq,2 “ L8 in the case of the free Laplacian, but excluding pq, rq “
p8, 2q), 2 ď r ď 8 (where Lr,2 “ L8 when r “ 8), excluding the endpoint
pq, r, sq “ p8,8, 3
4
q, we have››››› sinpt
?
HqPc?
H
f
›››››
L
q,2
x L
r,2
t
À }|H | s´12 f}L2x (1.12)
(as per Lemma 3.4, this is dominated by }f} 9Hs´1`x X 9Hs´1´x ) and
} cospt
?
HqPcf}Lq,2x Lr,2t À }|H |
s{2f}L2x À }f}Hsx . (1.13)
With q1 and r1 dual exponents to the ones above we have by duality›››››|H | 1´s2
ż 8
´8
sinpt?HqPc?
H
F ptq
›››››
L2x
À }F }
L
q1,2
x L
r1,2
t
(1.14)
1Note that the following more refined estimate is also true, but too cumbersome to prove
in this paper:
››› sinpt?HqPc?
H
f
›››
pL8x `K˚1 qL8t pr0,1sq
`
››› sinpt?HqPc?
H
f
›››
p1`log` |x|qL8x L8t pr1,8qq
À }f}L2x
.
The same applies to the subsequent cosine estimate (1.11).
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(the left-hand side norm dominates } ¨ } 9H1´s`x ` 9H1´s´x ) and››››ż 8´8 cospt?HqPcF ptq dt
››››
H
´s
x
À }F }
L
q1,2
x L
r1,2
t
. (1.15)
Note that by [28] the following endpoint inequality is true:
}eit
?´∆f}L8x L2t À }f} 9B1{22,1 .
Remark 1. The condition V P Lqloc, limRÑ8R1´1{q}V }Lqp|x|PrR,2Rsq “ 0, can be
replaced by requiring that V P K1 and
lim
ǫÑ0
sup
y
ż
|x´y|ăǫ
|V pxq| log´ |x´ y| dx “ 0,
provided that a spectral condition is satisfied: U ` T pλq is invertible in L2 for all
λ ą 0 (see Lemma 3.1).
Note that this allows for potentials that are measures with singular support. For
an example of dispersive estimates with such potentials (in dimension three), see
[17].
In addition to the reversed Strichartz estimates of Theorem 1.1, we can easily
prove several direct Strichartz estimates.
Proposition 1.2. Consider a potential V such that p1` log` |x|q2V P L1x, for some
q P p1,8s V P Lqloc and limRÑ8R1´1{q}V }Lqp|x|PrR,2Rsq “ 0, and 0 is a regular point
of the spectrum of H “ ´∆ ` V . Then for p1
q
, 1
r
q contained in the triangle with
vertices p1
2
, 0q, p1
8
, 1
8
q, and p0, 0q, excluding the endpoint p0, 0q, and for 2
q
` 1
r
“ 1´s››››› sinpt
?
HqPc?
H
f
›››››
LrtL
q
x
À }H 1´s2 f}L2x
(as per Lemma 3.4, this is dominated by }f} 9Hs´1`x X 9Hs´1´x ) and
} cospt
?
HqPcf}LrtLqx À }Hs{2f}L2x À }f}Hsx .
Proof. Indeed, the side p1
q
, 0q, 2 ď q ă 8 corresponds to Sobolev embeddings,
while the side p1
q
, 1
q
q, 8 ď q ă 8, corresponds to inequalities proved in Theorem
1.1. Estimates inside the triangle follow by interpolation. 
Next, we state the pointwise decay estimates. Such estimates can presumably
be used to prove further decay estimates, such as Strichartz estimates.
We first define the Kato-type spaces of potentials
}V }
K˜1{2
:“ sup
y
ż
|x´y|ď1
|V pxq| dx
|x´ y|1{2 , }V }K˜ :“ supy
ż
|x´y|ď1
|V pxq| log |x´ y| dx
|x´ y|1{2 .
Theorem 1.3. Assume that p1 ` log` |x|q3V P L1x, for some q P p1,8s V P Lqloc
and limRÑ8R1´1{q}V }Lqp|x|PrR,2Rsq “ 0, 0 is a regular point of the spectrum of
H “ ´∆` V , and in addition that p1` log` |x|qV P K˜1{2, V P K˜. Then
} cospt
?
HqPcxHy´3{4f}L8x ` }
sinpt?HqPc?
H
xHy´1{4f}L8x À }f}H1x , (1.16)
where H1x is the Hardy space.
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Furthermore,
} cospt
?
HqPcf}L8x À }xHy3{4`f}L1x À }f}W 3{2`,1x ,››››› sinpt
?
HqPc?
H
f
›››››
L8x
À }xHy1{4`f}L1x À }f}W 1{2`,1x .
(1.17)
The Kato-type conditions on V are satisfied when p1 ` log` |x|qV P L4{3x and
V P L4{3`x .
Under slightly more restrictive conditions on the potential V we have the fol-
lowing refinement of several results of Theorem 1.1, which are also almost scaling-
invariant.
Proposition 1.4. Assume that p1` log` |x|q4V P L1x, for some q P p1,8s V P Lqloc
and limRÑ8R1´1{q}V }Lqp|x|PrR,2Rsq “ 0, and 0 is a regular point of the spectrum
of H “ ´∆` V . Then for t ě 1ż 8
t
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ sinpτ
?
HqPc?
H
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ px, yq dτ À p1` log` tq´1p1 ` log` |x|q2p1` log` |y|q2, (1.18)
p1`log` |x|q´2| cospt
?
HqPcf |pxq À p1`log` tq´1}p1`log` |x|q2p´∆fq}L1x . (1.19)
Also, for t ě 0
p1` log` |x|q´2
ż 8
t
| cospτ
?
HqPcf |pxq dτ À p1` log` tq´1}p1` log` |x|q∇f}L1x ,
(1.20)
p1` log` |x|q´2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ sinpt
?
HqPc?
H
f
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ pxq À p1 ` log` tq´1}p1` log` |x|q∇f}L1x . (1.21)
Note that other estimates with different combinations of norms are obtainable.
The proof of (1.12) and (1.13) is based on the following lemma:
Lemma 1.5. Under the same conditions on V , for 1{4 ă s ă 1 we have›››››
ż t
´8
eipt´τq
?
HPc
Hs
F pτq dτ
›››››
L
q1,σ
x L
r1,σ˜
t
À }F }
L
q2,σ
x L
r2,σ˜
τ
, (1.22)
where 1 ď q1, q2, r1, r2 ď 8 and 2q1 ` 1r1 ` 2s` 1 “ 2q2 ` 1r2 .
For 1{4 ă s ă 1{2 0 ď 1
r2
´ 1
r1
ď 4s´1
2
, with Lorentz space modifications when
r1 “ 8 or r2 “ 1 and extra modifications when 1r2 ´ 1r1 “ 4s´12 and r1 “ 8 or
r2 “ 1. For 1{2 ď s ď 3{4 2s´ 1 ă 1r2 ´ 1r1 ď 4s´12 , except there is no equal sign
when s “ 3{4 and there are Lorentz space modifications when r1 “ 8 or r2 “ 1 and
extra modifications when 1
r2
´ 1
r1
“ 4s´1
2
and r1 “ 8 or r2 “ 1. For 3{4 ă s ă 1
2s´ 1 ă 1
r2
´ 1
r1
ď 1.
When q1 “ 8 Lq1,σ “ L8 and Lq2,σ “ Lq2,1 and when q2 “ 1 Lq1,σ “ Lq1,8 and
Lq2,σ “ L1.
Finally, we provide a semilinear application of the reversed Strichartz estimates
(1.8) and (1.12-1.15).
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Proposition 1.6. Let p˚ “ 7 and assume p˚ ď p ă 8. Consider the semilinear
equation
ftt ´∆f ` V f “ Gppfq ` F, fp0q “ f0, ftp0q “ f1, (1.23)
where
|Gppfq| ` |f ||G1ppfq| À |f |p
and p1`log` |x|q2V P L1x, for some q ą 1 V P Lqx, and limRÑ8R1´1{q}V }Lqp|x|PrR,2Rsq “
0. Assume that H “ ´∆`V has no eigenvalue or resonance (in particular zero is
a regular point of the spectrum).
Let s “ p´3
p´1 . If f0 P Hs, f1 P 9Hs´1`X 9Hs´1´, and F P
ď
2
q2
` 1
r2
“3´s
1ăq2ď8, 43´sďr2ď8
Lq2,2x L
r2,2
t
are sufficiently small in norm, then equation (1.23) has global solutions
f P
č
2
q1
` 1
r1
“1´s
8ďq1ă8, 41´sďr1ď8
Lq1,2x L
r1,2
t ,
where Lr1,2 “ L8 when r1 “ 8 and the endpoint pq1, r1q “ p8,8q is excluded.
If in addition 1 ă q2 ď 87 and r2 ď 2 (where Lr2,2 “ L1 when r2 “ 1, also
excluding the endpoint pq2, r2q “ p87 , 1q, then f P L8x p 9Hs`x ` 9Hs´x q and ft P L8t Hs´1x .
The critical Sobolev regularity for this theorem is s˚ “ 23 .
Proof. Note that p “ 3´s
1´s and that when p “ p1 :“ 13`
?
41
´3`?41 » 5.7 then s “ s1 :“
11´?41
8
» .57 is the exponent for which the equality 2
8
` 1´s
3´s “ 1´ s holds. For this
value of s “ s1 one has that fp1 P L
8
p1
x L
1
t , which is in this case a dual (reversed)
Strichartz norm.
However, for (1.8) to hold, the exponents must also satisfy the condition 1
r2
´ 1
r1
ď
1
2
. Since r2 “ 1´s3´sr1, this means that r1 ě 41´s and r2 ě 43´s . Combined with
2
q1
` 1
r1
“ 1´ s and q1 ě 8, this implies that s ě s˚ “ 23 . The corresponding power
of the nonlinearity is p˚ “ 7.
The conclusion follows by a standard fixed point argument. 
1.2. History of the problem. The study of Strichartz estimates for the wave
equation began with the paper [34]. Dispersive estimates for the wave equation
were proved by, among others, [29], [3], [2], [23], [16], [24], [10], [15], [11], [9], [26],
and [19]. For the high frequency portion of the solution only, estimates were also
proved by [8] and [27].
By comparison to higher dimensions, the two-dimensional case, which is the
lowest dimension in which dispersive estimates hold for the wave equation, presents
a series of special features that contribute to making it a special case.
In two dimensions, the solution to the free wave equation (when V “ 0) is given
explicitly by the formula (for t ě 0)ˆ
sinpt?´∆q?´∆ f
˙
pxq “ 1
2π
ż
|x´y|ďt
fpyq dya
t2 ´ |x´ y|2 .
This propagator has a decay rate of t´1, which barely fails to be integrable. As we
shall see in Lemma 2.2, this is entirely due to the existence of a resonance at zero
energy for the free Laplacian in dimension two, namely the constant function 1.
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This is also related to the fact that the resolvent R0pλq is not uniformly bounded
as λÑ 0.
Another feature that complicates the analysis in two dimensions is the failure of
the endpoint Sobolev embedding 9H1 Ă L8 for the energy space.
It is well-known (see e.g. [24]) that the solution f to the free wave equation
ftt ´∆f “ F, fp0q “ f0, ftp0q “ f1
satisfies the following Strichartz-type estimates in dimension two:
}f}Ct 9HsXLq1t Lr1x ` }ft}Ct 9Hs´1 À }f0} 9Hs ` }f1} 9Hs´1 ` }F }Lq12t Lr12x ,
under the assumptions 2 ď q1, q2 ď 8, 2 ď r1, r2 ă 8, 2q1 ` 1r1 ď 12 and same for
pq2, r2q, and
1
q1
` 2
r1
“ 1´ s “ 1
q12
` 2
r12
´ 2.
Here q12 and r
1
2 denote the conjugate exponents to q2 and r2. These estimates also
carry over to the perturbed case (when there is a potential) via the Lp, 1 ă p ă 8,
boundedness of wave operators, see [22].
Giving up some regularity in the angular variable θ, one obtains instead the
following modified estimates (see [32]) that hold more generally when q1, q2, r1, r2 ą
2, pq1, r1q, pq2, r2q ‰ p8,8q, 1q1 ` 1r1 ă 12 and same for pq2, r2q:
}f}
Ct 9HsXLq1t Lr1|x|L2θ À }f0} 9Hs ` }f1} 9Hs´1 ` }F }Lq12t Lr
1
2
|x|L
2
θ
.
In addition, the solution to the free wave equation satisfies the estimate (see [2])
} cospt
?
´∆qf}L8x À |t|´1{2}f}W 3{2`,1x ,
›››› sinpt?´∆q?´∆ f
››››
L8x
À |t|´1{2}f}
W
1{2`,1
x
,
with the endpoint estimate becoming true if we replace L1 by the Hardy space H1.
Recently, [19] proved pointwise decay estimates for the wave equation with po-
tential in dimension two such as
} cospt
?
HqPcxHy´3{4´f} `
›››››sinpt
?
HqPc?
H
xHy´1{4´f
›››››
L8x
À }f}L1x,
under the assumption that |V pxq| À xxy´3´. [19] also proved weighted, integrable
decay estimates such as
} cospt
?
HqPcxHy´3{4´f}xxy1{2`L8x `
››››› sinpt
?
HqPc?
H
xHy´1{4´f
›››››
xxy1{2`L8x
À
À t´1plog tq´2}f}xxy´1{2´L1x
for t ą 2. In addition, [19] proved decay estimates for the case when there are zero
energy eigenvalues or resonances.
[27] obtained by entirely different methods the high frequency estimate
}eit
?
HH´3{4´p1 ´ hpH{Rqqf}L8x À t´1{2}f}L1x
for sufficiently large R, under the sole condition that
}V }
K˜1{2
:“ sup
y
ż |V pxq| dx
|x´ y|1{2 ă 8.
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Here h is a smooth cutoff function.
In the current paper we improve upon the results of [19] in several ways, by
reducing the necessary regularity and decay conditions on the potential and by
reducing the weights needed for the integrable decay estimates, both in space and
in frequency (see Theorem 1.1 and Proposition 1.4). In addition, for the t´1{2 decay
estimate we obtain the endpoint case, which involves H1 (see Theorem 1.3). We
also prove reversed and ordinary Strichartz estimates.
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Notations. We denote by A À B the inequality |A| ď C|B| for some constant
C, which may change from line to line, a _ b “ maxpa, bq, a ^ b “ minpa, bq, and
xxy :“ ?1` x2.
We define BpX,Y q to be the Banach space of bounded linear operators from the
Banach space X to Y and BpXq “ BpX,Xq.
Let R0pλq :“ p´∆´ λq´1, RV pλq :“ p´∆` V ´ λq´1, and Pc be the projection
on the continuous spectrum of H “ ´∆` V .
We adopt the following convention for the Fourier transform:
Ffpξq “ pfpξq :“ ż 8
´8
fpxqe´ixξdx, F´1gpxq “ qgpxq :“ 1
2π
ż 8
´8
gpξqeixξdξ.
Let F p∇qf :“ F´1pF pξq pf pξqq.
In addition, denote the Lebesgue spaces by Lp, the Lorentz spaces by Lp,q (see
[7] for their definition and properties; note that Lp,q1 Ă Lp,q2 for q1 ď q2, Lp,p “ Lp,
and Lp,8 is weak-Lp), the Hardy space by H1, the Sobolev spaces
9Hs “ tf | |ξ|s pfpξq P L2ξu, Hs “ tf | xξysfpξq P L2ξu, W s,p “ tf | x∇ysf P Lpu
and weighted spaces F pxqLpx “ tF pxqfpxq | fpxq P Lpxu.
Define the local Kato space
Kθ “ tf PM | }f}Kθ :“ sup
y
ż
R2
|fpxq| logθ´ |x´ y| dx ă 8 (2.1)
where log´ :“ ´minplog, 0q and log` :“ maxplog, 0q. This is a Banach space of
measures. Note that Lp Ă Kθ for 1 ă p ď 8.
The dual of Kθ is
K
˚
θ “ tf | fpxq “
ż
R2
gpx, yq1|x´y|ď1dµpyq |
ż
R2
˜
sup
|x´y|ď1
|gpx, yq|
logθ´ |x´ y|
¸
dµpyq ă 8u.
(2.2)
Then K˚θ Ă Lp for 1 ď p ă 8.
The reason for the definitions of Kθ and K
˚
θ is that the operator with kernel
logθ |x ´ y| is bounded from p1 ` log` |x|q´θL1x X Kθ to p1 ` log` |x|qθL8x ` K˚θ
(where one of Kθ and K
˚
θ can be missing).
At a minimum, assuming that V P K1, then |V pxq| log´ |x´y| P BpL1q, log´ |x´
y||V pyq| P BpL8q, and by interpolation vpxq log´ |x ´ y|vpyq P BpL2q, where v “
|V |1{2. We also need that v P BpL2, x1` log` |x|y´1L1xq. This means that we require
that V P x1` log` |x|y´2L1x. In addition, in order to be able to assume the absence
of embedded eigenvalues, we require that for some q P p1,8s V P Lqloc and
lim
RÑ8
R1´1{q}V }Lqp|x|PrR,2Rq “ 0.
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This is strictly stronger than the V P K1 condition we would need otherwise.
We also define the following two local Kato-type norms:
}f}
K˜1{2
:“ sup
y
ż |V pxq| dx
|x´ y|1{2 , }f}K˜ :“ supy
ż |V pxq| log´ |x´ y|
|x´ y|1{2 .
For a Banach lattice X (a Banach space of functions or measures such that if
|f | ď |g| then }f}X ď }g}X), consider the Banach spaces of kernels
UX,Y :“ tT pt, y, xq :MpT qpy, xq :“
ż 8
´8
|T pt, y, xq| dt P BpXx, Yyqu
and in particular UX :“ UX,X . A kernel in T P UX,Y admits an inverse Fourier
transform qT pλq P CλBpX,Y q. We denote the Banach space of such Fourier trans-
forms by zUX,Y .
The spaces UX,Y form an algebroid under convolution, in the sense that for any
three Banach lattices X , Y , and Z
}T1 ˚ T2}UX,Z :“
››››ż 8´8 T1pt´ s, z, yqT2ps, y, xq ds
››››
UX,Z
ď }T1}UY,Z }T2}UX,Y .
In addition to UX,Y , we consider the spaces p1 ` log` |t|q´kUX,Y , which have
improved smoothness in the dual variable λ and also form an algebroid for each
k P R.
2.2. Basic properties. The improved smoothness announced above is captured
by the following inequality:
Lemma 2.1. For a smooth cutoff function hpλq
}p pfpλq ´ pfp0qqhpλq log |λ|}xL1λ`
` }p pfpλq ´ pfp0qqhpλq sgnλ}xL1λ À }f}p1`log` |t|q´1L1t . (2.3)
Proof. Indeed, let ηptq be a smooth cutoff function such that 0 ď η ď 1 and ηptq “ 0
for t ă 1´ ǫ, ηptq “ 1 for t ą 1` ǫ. Then
ppηptq ´ ηp´tqqt´1q_pλq “ ´ 1
π
log |λ| ` gpλq “ ´ 1
π
hpλq log |λ| ` g˜pλq
and it decays to any order away from 0, where gpλq and g˜pλq are smooth functions
and hpλq is a smooth cutoff function. Note that
pfpλq ´ pfp0q “ ż 8
´8
pe´it0λ ´ 1qfpt0q dt0
and
ppeit0λ´1qp´ 1
π
hpλq log |λ|`g˜pλqqq^ptq “ pηpt´t0q´ηpt0´tqqpt´t0q´1´pηptq´ηp´tqqt´1
has L1t norm of at most C1 ` C2 log` |t0|. The term g˜pλq has a contribution of
bounded L1t norm. Therefore the first half of (2.3) follows. The second half is
obtained in a similar manner, taking into account that
ppηptq ` ηp´tqqt´1q_pλq “ i
2
sgnλ` g˜pλq.

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Let U2 :“ UL2 .
Below we establish some fundamental properties of the resolvent in dimension
two that we use in the proof.
Lemma 2.2. The resolvent R0ppλ ` i0q2q admits a decomposition into
R0ppλ` i0q2qpx, yq “ qLpλqpx, yq ` hpλqp i
4
sgnλ´ 1
2π
log |λ|q,
where 1r0,1sptqLpt, x, yq P UK1,L8x X UL1x,K˚1 , 1r1,8qptqp1 ` log` |t|q
kLpt, x, yq P
Up1`log` |x|q´k´1L1x,p1`log` |x|qk`1L8x , and hpλq is a smooth cutoff function such that
hp0q “ 1. Furthermore, for v P p1` log` |x|q´1L2x,
piq lim
δÑ0
}Lpt` δq ´ Lptq}Up1`log` |x|q´1L1xXK1`,p1`log` |x|qL8x “ 0,
piiq lim
RÑ8
}1|t|ěRvLptqv}U2 “ 0,
(2.4)
and for small ǫ one can choose L such thatqLp0qpx, yq “ ´ 1
2π
log |x´ y| ` C `Opǫq.
Proof. Recall the following formula expressing the free resolvent in terms of Hankel
functions:
R˘0 pλ2qpx, yq “ ˘
i
4
H˘0 pλ|x ´ y|q.
Hankel functions are the inverse Fourier transforms of the following functions (see
the Appendix):
H`0 pρq “
2
iπ
ż 8
1
pt2 ´ 1q´1{2eiρt dt, (2.5)
respectively
H´0 pρq “ ´
2
iπ
ż ´1
´8
pt2 ´ 1q´1{2eiρt dt. (2.6)
Consequently we can express the free resolvent as an inverse Fourier transform of
a family of integral kernels by the following formula:
R`0 pλ2qpx, yq “
1
2π
ż 8
|x´y|
pt2 ´ |x´ y|2q´1{2eiλt dt :“ 1
2π
ż 8
´8
Kpt, x, yqeiλt dt
and similarly for R´0 pλ2q:
R´0 pλ2qpx, yq “
1
2π
ż ´|x´y|
´8
pt2 ´ |x´ y|2q´1{2eiλt dt “ 1
2π
ż 8
´8
Kpt, x, yqe´iλt dt.
We combine both into a single formula for R0ppλ ` i0q2q.
The family of kernels 1
2π
Kpt, x, yq “ 1
2π
1|x´y|ďtpt2 ´ |x´ y|2q´1{2 is the Green’s
function for the wave equation in two dimensions. Note that for every x and y
Kpt, x, yq is almost but not quite integrable in t, having a tail of size t´1 at `8.
In fact, Kpt, x, yq belongs to L1,8t X L2,8t and to Lpt for 1 ă p ă 2.
We decompose Kpt, x, yq into an integrable component and a a rank-one nonin-
tegrable tail:
Kpt, x, yq “ p1tě|x´y|pt2 ´ |x´ y|2q´1{2 ´ ηptqt´1q ` ηptqt´1,
where η is a smooth function such that 0 ď ηptq ď 1, ηptq “ 0 for t ď 1 ´ ǫ, and
ηptq “ 1 for t ě 1` ǫ, for some small ǫ to be chosen later.
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Note that
1tě|x´y|pt2´|x´y|2q´1{2´ηptqt´1 “ 1tě|x´y|ppt2´|x´y|2q´1{2´t´1q`1tě|x´y|t´1´ηptqt´1,
where
|
ż 8
0
1tě|x´y|t
´1 ´ ηptqt´1 dt` ln |x´ y|| À ǫ
and independently of x and y, by rescaling,ż 8
0
1tě|x´y|ppt2´|x´y|2q´1{2´t´1q dt “ C ď
ż 8
0
1tě|x´y|
|x´ y|2
t2
a
t2 ´ |x´ y|2 dt “ C˜.
Thereforeż 8
0
|1tě|x´y|pt2 ´ |x´ y|2q´1{2 ´ ηptqt´1| dt ď C ` | log |x´ y||.
Furthermore, taking into account the fact that for ek ď |x´y| ď t lnk t
lnk |x´y| ď t|x´y| ,
for |x´ y| ě ek we obtainż 8
|x´y|
plog` tqk
|x´ y|2
t2
a
t2 ´ |x´ y|2 dt À log
k
` |x´ y|.
Together with
|
ż 8
0
plog` tqkp1tě|x´y|t´1 ´ ηptqt´1q dt| À 1` logk`1` |x´ y|,
it implies thatż 8
0
plog` tqk|1tě|x´y|pt2 ´ |x´ y|2q´1{2 ´ ηpt{ǫqt´1| dt À 1` logk`1` |x´ y|.
Note that the inverse Fourier transform of ηptqt´1 is of the form
pηptqt´1q_pλq “ i
4
sgnλ´ 1
2π
log |λ| ` gpλq “ hpλqp i
4
sgnλ´ 1
2π
log |λ|q ` g˜pλq
and it has decay to any order away from 0, where gpλq and g˜pλq are smooth functions
and hpλq is a smooth cutoff function. We then set
Lptqpx, yq “ p1tě|x´y|pt2 ´ |x´ y|2q´1{2 ´ ηptqt´1q ` p˜gptq.
Finally, we prove (2.4) as follows: for (i), note thatż 8
0
|Lpt` δq ´ Lptq|px, yq dt À minpC ` | log |x´ y||, δ|x´ y| `
δ1{2
|x´ y|1{2 q ` op1q,
while for (ii) we see thatż 8
R
|Lptq|px, yq dt À χ|x´y|ěRplog |x´ y| ´ logRq `maxp1, |x´ y|
2
R2
q ` op1q.

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3. Proof of the main statement
Our proof uses the symmetric resolvent identity
RV ppλ` i0q2q “ R0ppλ` i0q2q ´R0ppλ` i0q2qvpU ` T pλqq´1vR0ppλ` i0q2q, (3.1)
where v “ |V |1{2, U “ sgnV (defined so that U2 “ 1), and T pλq :“ vR0ppλ`i0q2qv.
Other useful identities include
RV ppλ ` i0q2q “ pI `R0ppλ ` i0q2qV q´1R0ppλ ` i0q2q
and
pI `R0ppλ` i0q2qV q´1 “ I ´R0ppλ` i0q2qvpU ` T pλqq´1v. (3.2)
We compute the Fourier transform of pU ` T pλqq´1 “ pU ` vR0ppλ` i0q2qvq´1
as a function of λ and show that it is in U2, except for some specific terms that
appear in the expansion near λ “ 0.
First, we need to show that pU ` T pλqq´1 exists pointwise for each λ ‰ 0.
Lemma 3.1. Assume that V P L1x is real-valued and such that for some q P p1,8s
V P Lqloc and
lim
RÑ8
R1´1{q}V }Lqp|x|PrR,2Rsq “ 0.
Then for each λ P Rzt0u pU ` T pλqq´1 ´ U P BpL2q is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator.
Proof. First, note that pU ` T pλqq´1 “ U´1pI ` T pλqUq´1. Consider the operator
T pλqU “ vR0ppλ ` i0q2qvU . It has integral kernel ˘ i4vpxqH˘0 pλ|x ´ y|qvpyqUpyq,
where the Hankel functions have the asymptotic behavior H0˘pρq “ Oplog ρq for
ρ Ñ 0 and H0˘pρq “ Opρ´1{2q for ρ Ñ 8. Due to our assumptions, T pλqU “
vR0ppλ ` i0q2qvU is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, hence compact.
By Fredholm’s alternative the only alternative to the invertibility of I ` T pλqU
would be the existence of a nonzero function f P L2 such that f ` vR0ppλ `
i0q2qvUf “ 0. To preclude this we follow the classical Agmon bootstrap argument.
Let g :“ R0ppλ ` i0q2qvUf P L8. Then g `R0ppλ ` i0q2qV g “ 0. Since g P L8x
and V P L1x is real-valued, the pairing
pg, V gq “ ´pR0ppλ ` i0q2qV g, V gq
takes a real value. However, one has that
ImpR0ppλ` i0q2qV g, V gq “ cλ
ż
S1
|xV gpλωq|2dω,
so xV gpλωq “ 0 on the circle. Adapting Proposition 2.4 in [18] to the two-dimensional
case, one can show that for 1 ď p ă 6{5 and for any δ ă 1
2
´ 3
p1 , if
pF “ 0 on S1
then
}p1` |x|qδ´1{2R˘0 p1qF }L2x À }F }Lpx .
Setting F “ V g P L1, it follows that p1 ` |x|qδ´1{2g P L2 for some δ ą 0. Note
that g satisfies the distributional equation p´∆ ` V ´ λ2qg “ 0. One then easily
checks that g PW 2,qloc Ă H1loc. Consequently we can apply the results of [20] or [25]
concerning the absence of embedded eigenvalues, which imply that such a solution
g must be zero. Therefore f “ 0 and pI ` T pλqUq´1 is L2-bounded.
Since we can write
pU ` T pλqq´1 “ U ´ UT pλqpU ` T pλqq´1
it follows that the difference is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator, as claimed. 
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Denote by G0px, yq “ ´ 12π log |x´ y| Green’s function in two dimensions.
Let P “ 1}V }
L1x
x¨, vyv be the orthogonal projection on v in L2x and Q “ I ´ P .
Following [21], [30], [12], [13], and [19] we give the following definition:
Definition. We say that zero is a regular point of the spectrum for H “ ´∆` V
if QpU ` vG0vqQ is invertible on QL2x.
This corresponds to RV pλq being uniformly bounded in norm as λÑ 0.
Now we can state our main technical result, concerning the Fourier transform of
the resolvent RV .
Lemma 3.2. Assume that p1 ` log` |x|q2V P L1x, for some q P p1,8s V P Lqloc
and limRÑ8R1´1{q}V }Lqp|x|PrR,2Rsq “ 0, and 0 is a regular point of the spectrum
of ´∆` V . Then
supppRV ppλ ` i0q2qq^ Ă r0,8q, 1r0,1sptqpRV ppλ` i0q2qq^ptq P UL1xXK1,L8x ,
1r1,8qptqpRV ppλ ` i0q2qq^ptq P Up1`log` |x|q´1L1x,p1`log |x|qL8x .
(3.3)
Moreover,
suppppI `R0ppλ` i0q2qV q´1q^ Ă r0,8q, 1r0,1sptqppI `R0ppλ ` i0q2qV q´1q^ptq P UL8x ,
ppI `R0ppλ` i0q2qV q´1q^ptq P Up1`log` |x|qL8x .
(3.4)
In fact, for pI `R0ppλ ` i0q2qV q´1 one has the stronger estimate
pI `R0ppλ` i0q2qV q´1 “ p1 ´ hpλqq qN0pλq ` hpλq qN1pλqpI ´ 1b |V |}V }L1x q`
` hpλq
i
4
sgnλ´ 1
2π
log |λ|
qN2pλqp1 b |V |q, (3.5)
where N0, N1, N2 P Up1`log` |x|qL8x and h is a cutoff function.
Proof. Take an even cutoff function h such that 0 ď h ď 1, h “ 0 outside p´2, 2q,
and h “ 1 on r´1, 1s.
Note that vLv P U2, where v “ |V |1{2 and L is given by Lemma 2.2.
We consider separately the cases of high, medium, and low energies.
High energies: We want to show that p1 ´ hpλ{RqqpU ` T pλqq´1 has a Fourier
transform in U2 for sufficiently large R. To begin with, one can express the Fourier
transform of p1´ hpλ{RqqT pλq as
pT ´RphpR¨q ˚ pT “ ż 8
´8
RphpRsqppT ptq ´ pT pt´ sqq ds.
Due to the condition (2.4i), as well as due to the fact p1 ´ hpλ{Rqqhpλqp i
4
sgnλ ´
1
2π
logλq is a Schwartz-class function, we obtain that this converges to zero in U2
as RÑ8. We then see that
p1 ´ hpλ{2RqqpU ` T pλqq´1 “ p1´ hpλ{2RqqpU ` p1´ hpλ{RqqT pλqq´1
“ p1´ hpλ{2Rqq
8ÿ
n“0
U
`p1´ hpλ{RqqT pλqU˘n,
which converges for sufficiently large R in xU2.
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Medium energies: Let Sǫ :“ hpλ´λ0ǫ qpT pλq´T pλ0qq. A straightforward argument
based on condition (2.4ii), as well as on the fact that hpλ´λ0
ǫ
qhpλqp i
4
sgnλ´ 1
2π
logλq
is a Schwartz-class function, shows that limǫÑ0 } pSǫ}U2 “ 0. Then
hpλ´ λ0
ǫ
qpU ` T pλqq´1 “ hpλ´ λ0
ǫ
qpU ` T pλ0q ` hpλ´ λ0
2ǫ
qpT pλq ´ T pλ0qqq´1
“ hpλ´ λ0
ǫ
q
8ÿ
n“0
p´1qnpU ` T pλ0qq´1pS2ǫpU ` T pλ0qq´1qn,
where pU ` T pλ0qq´1 exists and is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator by Lemma 3.1. The
series converges in xU2 for small enough ǫ.
Zero energy: This case requires separate treatment and in particular not all the
terms obtained in the expansion will be in xU2. We make use of the following lemma
(the Fehsbach formula, see for example Lemma 2.3 in [21]):
Lemma 3.3. Let X “ X0 ‘ X1 be a direct sum decomposition of a vector space
X. Suppose that a linear operator L P BpXq is written in the form
L “
ˆ
L00 L01
L10 L11
˙
in this decomposition and that L´100 exists. Let C “ L11 ´ L10L´100 L01. Then L´1
exists if and only if C´1 exists and is given by
L´1 “
ˆ
L´100 ` L´100 L01C´1L10L´100 ´L´100 L01C´1
´C´1L10L´100 C´1
˙
.
We assume that zero is a regular point for H “ ´∆` V and write
U ` T pλq “
ˆ
QpU ` T pλqqQ QpU ` T pλqqP
P pU ` T pλqqQ P pU ` T pλqqP
˙
“:
ˆ
L00pλq L01pλq
L10pλq L11pλq
˙
.
First, we observe that L00p0q is invertible on QL2x. Indeed, as λ approaches zero
U ` T pλq has the form, by Lemma 2.2,
U ` T pλq “ U ` vpxqqLpλqpx, yqvpyq ` hpλqp i
4
sgnλ´ 1
2π
log |λ|qv b v
“ U ` vpxqp´ 1
2π
log |x´ y|qvpyq ` oL2p1q ` pC ` hpλqp i
4
sgnλ´ 1
2π
log |λ|qqv b v `OL2pǫq,
so
QpU ` T pλqqQ “ QpU ` vpxqqLpλqpx, yqvpyqqQ
“ QpU ` vpxqp´ 1
2π
log |x´ y|qvpyqqQ ` oL2p1q `OL2pǫq.
By choosing ǫ sufficiently small in the decomposition in Lemma 2.2, we obtain
in fact that L00pλq is invertible for all sufficiently small λ, due to our regularity
assumption at λ “ 0. Moreover, for sufficiently small ǫ, hpλ
ǫ
qL´100 pλq P xU2. Indeed,
letting S˜ǫ :“ hpλǫ qpL00pλq ´L00p0qq, we note that limǫÑ0 }S˜ǫ}xU2 “ 0, so for ǫ small
the power series expansion
hpλ
ǫ
qL´100 pλq “ hp
λ
ǫ
qpL00p0q ` hp λ
2ǫ
qpL00pλq ´ L00p0qqq´1
“ hpλ
ǫ
q
8ÿ
n“0
p´1qnL´100 p0qpS˜2ǫL´100 p0qqn
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converges in xU2.
Also note that yL01 and yL10 are in xU2 since they contain a Q projection, which
eliminates the singular term, while for L given by Lemma 2.2
L11 “ PvqLpλqvP ` hpλqp i
4
sgnλ´ 1
2π
log |λ|qv b v.
Consequently
Cpλq “ pL11pλq ´L10pλqL´100 pλqL01pλqq “ pfpλq ` hpλqp
i
4
sgnλ´ 1
2π
log |λ|qqv b v,
where fpλq P xL1λ is bounded near λ “ 0 and hpλq is a cutoff function. Since the
second term dominates the first, for small ǫ there exists
hpλ
ǫ
qCpλq´1 “ hp
λ
ǫ
q
fpλq ` i
4
sgnλ´ 1
2π
log |λ|
1
}V }2
L1x
v b v.
We expand
hpλ
ǫ
q
fpλq ` i
4
sgnλ´ 1
2π
log |λ| “
8ÿ
n“0
p´1qnhpλ
ǫ
qfnpλq
p i
4
sgnλ´ 1
2π
log |λ|qn`1 . (3.6)
Take ǫ ą 0; then for n ě 1 hpλǫ qp i
4
sgnλ´ 1
2π
log |λ|qn P xL1λ. The first step is showing that
hpλ
ǫ
q
logn |λ| P xL1λ. Indeed, on one hand˜
hpλ
ǫ
q
logn |λ|
¸^
ptq À ǫ| log ǫ|´n.
On the other hand, to compute the decay of the Fourier transform, for 1{ǫ À t we
use stationary phase:ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż 8
´8
hpλ
ǫ
q
logn |λ|e
´itλ dλ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż 8
0
hpλ
ǫ
q
logn λ
cosptλq dλ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
“ 1
t
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
ż 8
0
˜
h1pλ
ǫ
q
ǫ logn λ
´ nhp
λ
ǫ
q
λ logn`1 λ
¸
sinptλq dλ
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
À 1
t2
ˆ
1
ǫ| log ǫ|n `
n
ǫ| log ǫ|n`1
˙
` n
t logn`1 t
.
Here we used the fact that sinptλq ď tλ, hence the symmetry of the integrand; note
that
hpλ
ǫ
q sgn λ
log |λ| R xL1λ. In conclusion we get that››››› hpλǫ qlogn |λ|
›››››xL1λ À
1
| log ǫ|n `
n
| log ǫ|n`1 . (3.7)
Next, again by the method of stationary phase we obtain that for fixed c1 and
c2 and n ě 2››››› 1r0,8qpλqhpλǫ qplog |λ| ` c1qn´kplog |λ| ` c2|qk
›››››xL1λ `
››››› 1p´8,0spλqhpλǫ qplog |λ| ` c1qn´kplog |λ| ` c2|qk
›››››xL1λ À
À 1
n| log ǫ|n´1 `
1
| log ǫ|n `
n
| log ǫ|n`1 .
(3.8)
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Combining (3.7) and (3.8) leads to››››› hpλǫ qp i
4
sgnλ´ 1
2π
log |λ|qn
›››››xL1λ À
1
| log ǫ|n `
n
| log ǫ|n`1 `
n2
| log ǫ|n`2 . (3.9)
Since
}hp λ
2ǫ
qfnpλq}xL1λ À Cn}hp λ4ǫqfpλq}nxL1λ ,
this means that for sufficiently small ǫ the tail of (3.6) converges in xL1λ. Therefore
hpλ
ǫ
qCpλq´1 “ hp
λ
ǫ
q
i
4
sgnλ´ 1
2π
log |λ|
1
}V }2
L1x
v b v ` hp
λ
ǫ
qqk11pλq
p i
4
sgnλ´ 1
2π
log |λ|q2P,
(3.10)
where k11P P U2 (and all powers greater than two have been absorbed into the
quadratic term). Denoting in the Fehsbach formula
hpλ
ǫ
qpU ` T pλqq´1 :“
ˆ
K00pλq K01pλq
K10pλq K11pλq,
˙
we have obtained an expansion for K11pλq. The other matrix entries can then
be written as follows: to begin with, by (3.10) and (3.9) K00pλq “ qk00pλq, where
k00 P U2. Similarly we obtain that
K01pλq “
hpλ
ǫ
q
i
4
sgnλ´ 1
2π
log |λ|
qk01pλq
and
K10pλq “
hpλ
ǫ
q
i
4
sgnλ´ 1
2π
log |λ|
qk10pλq,
with all the coefficients in U2. In conclusion, pU ` T pλqq´1 has the form
hpλ
ǫ
qpU ` T pλqq´1 “
˜
hpλ
ǫ
q
i
4
sgnλ´ 1
2π
log |λ|}V }L1x
` hp
λ
ǫ
qqk11pλq
p i
4
sgnλ´ 1
2π
log |λ|q2
¸
P`
`Q hp
λ
ǫ
qqk01pλq
i
4
sgnλ´ 1
2π
log |λ|P ` P
hpλ
ǫ
qqk10pλq
i
4
sgnλ´ 1
2π
log |λ|Q`Q
qk00pλqQ.
(3.11)
By Lemma 2.2 we get that
R0ppλ ` i0q2qv “ qL1pλq ` hpλqp i
4
sgnλ´ 1
2π
log |λ|q1 b v. (3.12)
Here L1 P UL2x,p1`log` |x|qL8x and 1r0,1sptqL1 P UL2x,L8x . Likewise
vR0ppλ` i0q2q “ qL2pλq ` hpλqp i
4
sgnλ´ 1
2π
log |λ|qv b 1, (3.13)
where L2 P Up1`log` |x|q´1L1x,L2x and 1r0,1sptqL2 P UL1x,L2x .
Expanding out the second term in (3.1) in accordance with (3.11), (3.12), and
(3.13) and taking into account the fact that Qv “ 0, we obtain that at low energy
hpλ
ǫ
qR0ppλ ` i0q2qvpU ` T pλqq´1vR0ppλ ` i0q2q “
“ hpλ
ǫ
qp i
4
sgnλ´ 1
2π
log |λ|q1 b 1` qKpλq, (3.14)
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where K P Up1`log` |x|q´1L1x,p1`log` |x|qL8x .
Using a partition of unity adapted to our three cases (high, medium, and low
energy), following our previous analysis we can extend (3.14) to all energies. By
Lemma 2.2 the main term hpλ
ǫ
qp i
4
sgnλ ´ 1
2π
log |λ|q1 b 1 cancels in (3.1) and we
obtain the third claimed property for RV in (3.3), namely that 1r1,8qptqpRV pλ `
i0q2q^ptq P Up1`log` |x|q´1L1x,p1`log` |x|qL8x .
In addition, it is easy to show (see Lemma 2.5 in [4]) that, because pU`T pλqq´1 is
bounded in the upper half-plane and its Fourier transform is integrable, its Fourier
transform is supported on r0,8q. Together with the above analysis, this proves the
first two parts of (3.3).
The statement (3.4) also follows from (3.2), (3.11), and Lemma 2.2. By keeping
more carefully track of the factors and projections involved — note that
Qv “ vpI ´ 1b |V |}V }L1x
q
— we obtain (3.5) instead. 
We also state a lemma concerning the equivalence of certain norms defined using
H and the usual Sobolev norms (see Lemma 13 in [6]):
Lemma 3.4. Assume that V P p1`log` |x|q´2kL1x (k ě 1), for some q ą 1 V P Lqloc
and limRÑ8R1´1{q}V }Lqp|x|PrR,2Rsq “ 0, and that zero is not a singular value for
H “ ´∆` V . Then
}Hf}p1`log` |x|q´kL1x „ } ´∆f}p1`log` |x|q´kL1x . (3.15)
Moreover, assume V P Lqx for q ą 1. Then
}|H |s{2f}L2x À }f}Hsx (3.16)
for 0 ď s ď 1. Finally,
}|H |´s{2f}L2x À }f} 9H´s´x ` }f} 9H´s`x (3.17)
for 0 ď s ď 1.
By duality we also obtain, for 0 ď s ď 1,
}|H |s{2f}
H
´s
x
À }f}L2x, }f} 9Hs`x ` 9Hs´x À }|H |s{2f}L2x .
These estimates’ lack of sharpness is tied to the failure of the endpoint Sobolev
embedding 9H1 Ă L8 in dimension two.
Proof. The first statement (3.15) is a consequence of the boundedness of I`V R0p0q
and pI ` V R0p0qq´1 as operators on p1 ` log` |x|q´kL1x. The latter boundedness
follows because
pI ` V R0p0qq´1 “ I ´ vpU ` T p0qq´1vR0p0q,
where vR0p0q P Bpp1 ` log` |x|q´1L1x, L2xq and we proved that pU ` T p0qq´1 is
L2-bounded in the course of proving Lemma 3.2.
For the second statement, note that since V P Lq, V is p´∆` 1q-form bounded.
Since the eigenfunctions of ´∆` V (corresponding to negative eigenvalues) are in
H1, due to exponential decay they are in L1x XLpx for any p ă 8. Therefore |H |Pp
is also ´∆` 1-form bounded, so |H | “ ´∆`V ` 2|H |Pp is ´∆` 1-form bounded.
Thus }|H |1{2f} À }f}H1 . The second statement (3.16) follows by interpolation with
the s “ 0 case.
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The third statement (3.17) is proved once we show that }H´1{2f}L2x À }p|∇|´1´ǫ`
|∇|´1`ǫqf}L2x ; the projection on the point spectrum is bounded since eigenstates
are in H1. Equivalently we have }H´1{2|∇|2p|∇|1`ǫ ` |∇|1´ǫq´1f}L2x À }f}L2x. By
the TT ˚ method it suffices to show that
}p|∇|1`ǫ ` |∇|1´ǫq´1|∇|2H´1|∇|2p|∇|1`ǫ ` |∇|1´ǫq´1f}L2x À }f}L2x.
This follows immediately by using the formula (3.1) for H´1 “ RV p0q, expressing
p|∇|1`ǫ ` |∇|1´ǫq´1 as a convolution with an L2x function, and noting again that
pU ` T p0qq´1 is L2-bounded. 
We continue with the proof of the main result of this paper. We prove Theorem
1.1 and Lemma 1.5 together.
Proofs of Theorem 1.1 and Lemma 1.5. By spectral calculus, for f P L2
sinpt?HqPc?
H
f “ 1
2πi
ż 8
0
sinpt?λq?
λ
pR`V pλq ´R´V pλqqf dλ.
Making a change of variable from λ to λ2, we obtain
sinpt?HqPc?
H
f “ 1
πi
ż 8
´8
sinptλqRV ppλ ` i0q2qf dλ. (3.18)
This is the symmetric part of the Fourier transform of RV ppλ` i0q2qf . By Lemma
3.2, RV has the properties given by (3.3). The conclusions (1.2-1.4) now follow by
the definition of the spaces U .
Concerning the cosine evolution, one likewise has that
cospt
?
HqPc “ 1
πi
ż 8
´8
λ cosptλqRV ppλ` i0q2q dλ
“ 1
πi
ż 8
´8
λ cosptλqpI `R0ppλ ` i0q2qV q´1R0ppλ ` i0q2q.
(3.19)
Since the Fourier transform of the free resolvent R0ppλ` i0q2q is 1|x´y|ďtpt2 ´ |x´
y|2q´1{2 “ 2π1tě0 sinpt
?´∆q?´∆ (see Lemma 2.2), it follows that the Fourier transform
of λR0ppλ` i0q2q is 2πi1tě0 cospt
?´∆q. By formula (B.1) we obtain that
} cospt?´∆qf}L8x L1t À }∇f}L1x ,
which suffices together with (3.4) to prove (1.5-1.7).
Next, we prove the inhomogenous Strichartz-type inequality (1.8). We start from
the observation that ››››1těr 1?t2 ´ r2
››››
L
p
t
“ Cpr´1`1{p
for 1 ă p ă 2. In fact, it is also the case that 1těr 1?t2´r2 P L
1,8
t XL2,8t , with norms
equal to C, respectively Cr´1{2. Also note that }|x|´1`1{p}
L
2p{pp´1q,8
x
ă 8. Then
in the free case››››ż t´8 sinpt´ sq
?´∆?´∆ F px, sq ds
››››
L
q1,σ
x L
r1,σ˜
t
À
›››››
ż
1t´sě|x´y|a
pt´ sq2 ´ |x´ y|2F py, sq ds dy
›››››
L
q1,σ
x L
r1,σ˜
t
À }|x|´1`1{p ˚ }F px, sq}
L
q1,σ
x L
r2,σ˜
s
À }F px, sq}
L
q2,σ
x L
r2,σ˜
s
,
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where by Young’s inequality
1
q1
“ 1
q2
` p´ 1
2p
´ 1, 1
r1
“ 1
r2
` 1
p
´ 1, (3.20)
and 1 ă p ď 2, 1 ď q1, q2, r1, r2 ď 8, with certain modifications in the endpoint
cases. Putting the two relations (3.20) together one obtains the scaling condition
that
2
q1
` 1
r1
` 2 “ 2
q2
` 1
r2
. (3.21)
Also we note the following restriction on the range of admissible exponents: 0 ă
1
r2
´ 1
r1
ď 1
2
.
In the perturbed case one also has the Duhamel termż 8
´8
sinptλqR0ppλ` i0q2qvpU ` T pλqq´1vR0ppλ ` i0q2q dλ.
This corresponds to a sequence of operators
Lq2,1x L
r2,σ˜
t
1tě0
sinpt?´∆q?´∆ ˚ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ L8x Lr,σ˜t vÝÑ L2xLr,σ˜t
ppU`T pλqq´1q^ptq˚ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ L2xLr,σ˜t vÝÑ L1xLr,σ˜t
1tě0
sinpt?´∆q?´∆ ˚ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Lq1,8x Lr1,σ˜t .
The conditions on the exponents are
2
q2
` 1
r2
“ 1
r
` 2 “ 2
q1
` 1
r1
` 2.
In the endpoint case q2 “ 4{3 and r2 “ 2 one has Lr2,σ˜ “ L2,1 instead. Interpolation
allows us to replace Lq1,8 and Lq2,1 by Lq1,σ and Lq2,σ everywhere except at the
endpoints.
We note that this is the same scaling relation as in the free case and the admis-
sible range of exponents is at least as wide as in the free case. This concludes the
proof of (1.8).
For the cosine propagator, taking into account (B.1), we need to consider the
effect of convolving with gpr, tq :“ 1r0,rsptq1r ` 1rr,8qptq rpt`?t2´r2q?t2´r2 . Note that
when 1 ď p ă 2 }gpr, tq}Lpt “ Cpr´1`1{p and }gpr, tq}L2,8 “ Cr´1{2. The proof of
(1.9) proceeds from here in the same manner as that of (1.8) for the sine propagator.
We now turn to the proof of the homogenous Strichartz estimates, starting with
(1.10). Following [6], we use the TT ˚ method, noting that
sinpt?HqPc?
H
sinps?HqPc?
H
“ 1
2
˜
cosppt´ sq?HqPc
H
´ cosppt` sq
?
HqPc
H
¸
. (3.22)
By the spectral representation formula we obtain that
cospt?HqPc
H
“ 1
πi
ż 8
´8
cosptλqpI `R0ppλ` i0q2qV q´1R0ppλ ` i0q
2q
λ
dλ. (3.23)
The Fourier transform pR0ppλ`i0q2q
λ
q^ptq is zero for t ă 0 by contour integration
and, modulo a contour integral equal to zero, is the same for t ě 0 as
2
ż 8
´8
cosptλqR0ppλ` i0q
2q
λ
dλ “
ż 8
0
cospt
?
λqR
`
0 pλq ´R´0 pλq
λ
dλ “ cospt
?´∆q
´∆ .
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We explicitly represent cospt
?´∆q
´∆ by noting that
cospt?´∆q
´∆ “
1
´∆ ´
ż t
0
sinps?´∆q?´∆ ds
“ ´ 1
2π
log |x´ y| ´ 1
2π
ż |x´y|_t
|x´y|
dsa
s2 ´ |x´ y|2 .
Therefore ˇˇˇˇ
cospt?´∆q
´∆
ˇˇˇˇ
px, yq À 1` | logmaxp|x ´ y|, tq|,
so
sup
sPr0,ts
ˇˇˇˇ
cosps?´∆q
´∆
ˇˇˇˇ
px, yq À 1` | log |x´ y|| ` log` t.
However, we require a finer estimate: in fact
sup
tPr0,8q
ˇˇˇˇ
cospt?´∆q
´∆ px, yq ´ log` t
ˇˇˇˇ
À 1` | log |x´ y||,
where log` t can be replaced by a mollified version. We have isolated the worst-
behaved term as a rank-one operator plog` tq1 b 1.
Plugging this into (3.23) and using the fact that pI´ 1b|V |}V }
L1x
q1 “ 0, we obtain that
the term log` t only meaningfully interacts with the third term in formula (3.5),
namely hpλqi
4
sgnλ´ 1
2π
log |λ|
qN2pλq. A simple computation shows that the convolution
product of these two expressions is uniformly bounded (it has Fourier transform
c
λ
). Therefore ›››››
ż t
´8
cosppt´ sq?HqPc
H
F psq ds
›››››
p1`log` |x|qL8x L8t
À
À }F }pp1`log` |x|q´1L1xXK1qL1s .
Finally, using (3.22) we get (1.10).
The inequality (1.11) is proved in the same way, noting that
cospt?HqPc?
H
cosps?HqPc?
H
“ 1
2
˜
cosppt´ sq?HqPc
H
` cosppt` sq
?
HqPc
H
¸
and then making use of the comparison Lemma 3.4 at the end to introduce the
Sobolev norm.
Next, we prove the nonendpoint Strichartz estimates (1.12) and (1.13). We start
from the operators sinpt
?
HqPc
Hs{2 and
cospt?HqPc
Hs{2 , 1{4 ă s ă 1. By the same TT ˚
argument as above, the problem reduces to examining the operators
cospt?HqPc
Hs
“
ż 8
´8
cosptλqpI `R0ppλ ` i0q2qV q´1R0ppλ ` i0q
2q
|λ|2s´1 sgnλ dλ. (3.24)
We are compelled to study the Fourier transform Mptq :“
ˆ
R0ppλ ` i0q2q
|λ|2s´1 sgnλ
˙^
ptq.
We cannot use contour integration since the function is not analytic. The Fourier
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transform is explicitly given by
Mptqpx, yq “ i
4
ˆż 8
0
e´itλH`0 pλ|x´ y|qλ1´2s dλ´
ż 8
0
eitλH´0 pλ|x ´ y|qλ1´2s dλ
˙
.
By rescaling this becomes
Mptqpx, yq “ |x´y|2s´2 i
4
ˆż 8
0
e
´i t|x´y|λH`0 pλqλ1´2s dλ ´
ż 8
0
e
i t|x´y|λH´0 pλqλ1´2s dλ
˙
Recall that H˘0 pzq “ ˘J0pzq ` iY0pzq, where J0 and Y0 are the Bessel functions of
first and second kind. We have the following asymptotic expansions, see [19]:
H˘0 pzq “ ˘1´
2i
π
logpz{2q ´ 2iγ
π
` O˜pz2 log zq
for |z| ă 1 and
H˘0 pzq “ e˘izω˘pzq, ω˘pzq “ O˜pp1` |z|q´1{2q
for |z| ą 1. For simplicity we used the notation f “ O˜pgq if f pkq “ Opgpkqq for all
k ě 0. Recall h is a smooth cutoff function. Then by stationary phase, if we set
k “ t|x´y| , ˇˇˇˇż 8
0
eikλp1` logλqλ1´2shpλq dλ
ˇˇˇˇ
À minp1, 1` log k
k2´2s
q
with better bounds for the error term andˇˇˇˇż 8
0
eipk´1qλλp1{2q´2sp1´ hpλqq dλ
ˇˇˇˇ
À minp|k ´ 1|´N , |k ´ 1|2s´3{2q,
where the last term is replaced by 1` log´ |k ´ 1| if s “ 3{4 and 1 if s ą 3{4.
Thus we obtain that
Mptqpx, yq À
$’’&’’%
log t|x´y|
t2´2s
, t ąą |x´ y|,
1
|x´ y|2´2s ` |x´ y|
´1{2pt´ |x´ y|q2s´3{2, t „ |x´ y|,
(3.25)
where the last term gets replaced by |x´ y|´1{2 log´
ˇˇˇ
t´|x´y|
|x´y|
ˇˇˇ
when s “ 3{4 and by
0 when s ą 3{4.
Note that this expression is not locally integrable in t for s ď 1{4. For 1{4 ă s ă
1{2, Mptqpx, yq P Lpt , 1 ď p ă 23´4s , and Mptqpx, yq P L
2
3´4s ,8. For 1{2 ď s ď 3{4,
Mptqpx, yq P Lpt for 12´2s ă p ă 23´4s and Mptqpx, yq P L
2
3´4s ,8 except when
s “ 3{4. Finally, for 3{4 ă s ă 1 Mptqpx, yq P Lpt for 12´2s ă p ď 8. One always
has }Mptqpx, yq}Lpt “
C
|x´ y|2´2s´1{p due to scaling.
Therefore the operator with convolution kernel Mptqpx, yq takes Lq2,σx Lr2,σ˜t to
Lq1,σx L
r1,σ˜
t , where by Young’s inequality
1
q1
“ 1
q2
´ s´ 1
2p
,
1
r1
“ 1
r2
` 1
p
´ 1,
with the natural modifications at the endpoints. Combining the two exponent
relations we obtain the scaling condition
2
q1
` 1
r1
` 2s` 1 “ 2
q2
` 1
r2
. (3.26)
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This is accompanied by various restrictions on the range of allowable exponents
(see the statement of Lemma 1.5).
In the free case this analysis is sufficient, but in the perturbed case, taking into
account (3.24) and (3.2), we also have to consider the termż 8
´8
cosptλqR0ppλ` i0q2qvpU ` T pλqq´1v|Mpλq dλ.
This corresponds to a chain of operators
Lq2,1x L
r2,σ˜
t
Mptq˚ÝÝÝÝÑ L8x Lr,σ˜t vÝÑ L2xLr,σ˜t
ppU`T pλqq´1q^ptq˚ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ L2xLr,σ˜t vÝÑ L1xLr,σ˜t
1tě0
sinpt?´∆q?´∆ ˚ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ Lq1,8x Lr1,σ˜t .
The exponents satisfy the scaling conditions (3.21) and (3.26), that is 2
q2
` 1
r2
“
2 ` 1
r
“ 2
q1
` 1
r1
` 2s ` 1. We can replace the Lorentz spaces Lq1,8 and Lq2,1 by
the Lorentz spaces Lq1,σ and Lq2,σ by interpolation, except at the endpoints. Note
that the scaling condition is the same as in the free case and the admissible range
of exponents is at least as wide.
Exactly the same proof applies to the case of the sine evolution. This finishes
the proof of (1.22), hence of Lemma 1.5.
Now, in order to prove (1.12) and (1.13), we set the exponents q1 and q2 and r1
and r2 to be dual to each other in the above and σ “ σ˜ “ 2. The scaling condition
becomes
2
q1
` 1
r1
“ 1´ s
and the restriction on the range of available exponents becomes 2 ď r1 ď 13{4´s for
1{4 ă s ă 1{2, 1
1´s ă r1 ď 13{4´s for 1{2 ď s ď 3{4 (except no equal sign when
s “ 3
4
), and 1
1´s ă r1 ď 8 for 3{4 ă s ă 1. Several of these conditions can be
represented more efficiently as 8 ď q1 ă 8 and 2 ď r1 ď 8. When r1 “ 8 we
replace Lr1,2 by L8.
Note that in the case of the free Laplacian, due to the cancellation of the log-
arithmic term at low frequencies, one obtains for cospt
?´∆q
p´∆qs{2 an estimate similar to
(3.25), but without the logarithmic factor. The absence of the logarithmic factor
implies the validity of the endpoint estimate Mptqpx, yq P L 12´2s ,8 for 1
2
ď s ă 1.
Therefore one can take q1 “ 8 in the free case (but not if s “ 12 and r1 “ 2, since
that would correspond to convolving with t´1).
We then use a TT ˚ argument as in the proof of the homogenous Strichartz
estimates (1.10) and (1.11) to complete the proofs of (1.12) and (1.13). 
Next, we prove Proposition 1.4.
Proof of Proposition 1.4. By following the same approach as in the proof of Lemma
3.2, under the stronger assumption on V we obtain in addition to (3.3) that
RV ppλ` i0q2q “ qQ0pλq ` hpλq
log |λ|
qQ1pλq,
where 1r1,8qptqp1 ` log` |t|qQ0, Q1 P Up1`log` |x|q´2L1x,p1`log` |x|q2L8x . In addition,
recall that the Fourier transform of hpλq
log |λ| is of size
1
t log2 |t| for large t. Estimate
(1.18) follows immediately.
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Note that
cospt?HqPc
H
´
ż T
t
sinpτ?HqPc?
H
dτ “ cospT
?
HqPc
H
,
which converges weakly to zero as T Ñ8. Therefore
cospt?HqPc
H
“
ż 8
t
sinpτ?HqPc?
H
dτ.
Then (1.19) is a simple integration, followed by the use of the norm equivalence
Lemma 3.4.
Next, again assuming that V P p1 ` log` |x|q´4L1x, instead of (3.4) we more
precisely get that
pI `R0ppλ ` i0q2qV q´1 “ qQ2pλq ` hpλq
log |λ|
qQ3pλq,
where Q2, Q3 P p1 ` log` |t|q´1Up1`log` |x|q´2L1x,p1`log` |x|q2L8x . Hence (1.20) follows
once we note that by (B.1)
}p1` log` |t|qk cospt
?´∆qf}p1`log` |x|qkL8x L1t À }∇f}p1`log` |x|q´kL1x .
Then (1.21) is a simple consequence of integration. 
4. Proof of the decay estimate
Proof of Theorem 1.3. We again separate the proof into three parts — the high
frequency, the medium frequency, and the low frequency part. We use two Banach
spaces in the proof, namely L1t and t
´1{2L8t . Note that
}f ˚ g}L1t À }f}L1t }g}L1t , }f ˚ g}t´1{2L8t À }f}t´1{2L8t }g}L1t ` }f}L1t }g}t´1{2L8t ,
and
}1tě0t´1{2 ˚ 1tě0t´1{2}L8t ă 8.
Our proof strategy will be to show that the integral kernel we are examining belongs
to both L1t and t
´1{2L8t . Note that phptq and other Fourier transformed cutoff
functions belong to both spaces, so cutting off in frequency preserves both spaces.
High energy: We represent the high frequency part of the evolution as
1
πi
ż 8
´8
e´itλR0ppλ` i0q2qpI ` V R0ppλ` i0q2qq´1p1´ hpλ{Rqqf dλ. (4.1)
What we show is that for sufficiently high a››››ż 8´8 e´itλR0ppλ` i0q2qppI ` V R0ppλ` i0q2qq´1 ´ Iqp1´ hpλ{Rqqf dλ
››››
L8x
À |t|´1{2}f}L1x .
The desired estimate follows for H knowing that it is true for ´∆, i.e. knowing
that (see e.g. [2] for the proof)
}eit
?´∆x∆y´3{4´f}L8x À |t|´1{2}f}L1x , }eit
?´∆x∆y´3{4f}L8x À |t|´1{2}f}H1x
and same for ∆´1{2x∆y´1{4.
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Consider the expression 1těrpt2´r2q´1{2. Note that }1těrpt2´r2q´1{2}L1 “ `8
and that }1těrpt2 ´ r2q´1{2}pt´rq´1{2L8 À r´1{2. However, for the high frequency
part we have the improved bound
}pδ0ptq ´RphpRtqq ˚ 1těrpt2 ´ r2q´1{2}L1t À
À
ż r`ρ
r
pt2 ´ r2q´1{2 dt`R´1
ż 8
r`ρ
d
dt
pt2 ´ r2q´1{2 dt
À minpρ1{2r´1{2, 1` log`pρ{rqq `R´1minpr´1{2ρ´1{2, ρ´1q
À minpR´1{2r´1{2, 1` log´pRrqq,
(4.2)
where we set ρ “ R´1. Also,
}RphpRtq ˚ 1těrpt´r2q´1{2}pt´rq´1{2L8t À r´1{2}RphpRtq ˚ 1těrpt´ rq´1{2}pt´rq´1{2L8t
and uniformly for all R
}RphpRtq˚1tě0t´1{2}t´1{2L8t À }1p´8,t{2spsqRphpRsq}L1s`t1{2 sup
sPrt{2,ts
RhpRsq À t´1{2.
Therefore
}pδ0ptq ´RphpRtqq ˚ 1těrpt2 ´ r2q´1{2}pt´rq´1{2L8t À r´1{2.
We expand the high energy part (4.1) into a geometric (Born) series. Let us first
examine the term (where for convenience we denote r1 “ |x´ y|, r2 “ |y ´ z|)ż 8
´8
e´itλR0ppλ ` i0q2qV R0ppλ` i0q2qp1 ´ hpλ{Rqq dλ “
“
ż
pδ0 ´RphpRtqq ˚ ´pδ0 ´ pR{2qphpRt{2qq ˚ p1těr1pt2 ´ r21q´1{2q¯V pyq˚
˚
´
pδ0 ´ pR{2qphpRt{2qq ˚ p1těr2pt2 ´ r22q´1{2q¯ dy.
(4.3)
On one hand, since pt2 ´ r2q´1{2 À r´1{2pt´ rq´1{2, this term is bounded byż
p1těr1r´1{21 pt´ r1q´1{2q|V pyq| ˚ p1těr2r´1{22 pt´ r2q´1{2q dy,
which, taking into account the fact that 1tě0t´1{2 ˚1tě0t´1{2 is uniformly bounded
(and same for their mollified versions), is then bounded by
p4.3q À
ż
r
´1{2
1 |V pyq|r´1{22 dy À minpr´1{21 , r´1{22 q}V }L1XK˜.
On the other hand, denoting
f1 “ pδ0 ´ pR{2qphpRt{2qq ˚ p1těr1pt2 ´ r21q´1{2q,
f2 “ pδ0 ´ pR{2qphpRt{2qq ˚ p1těr2pt2 ´ r22q´1{2q,
we have
}f1 ˚ f2}pt´r1´r2q´1{2L8t À }f1}pt´r1q´1{2L8t }f2}L1t ` }f1}L1t }f2}pt´r2q´1{2L8t
À r´1{21 p1` log´pRr2qq ` p1` log´pRr1qqr´1{22 .
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We obtain a bound of
p4.3q À pt´ r1 ´ r2q´1{2
ż
|V pyq|pr´1{21 p1 ` log´pRr2qq ` p1` log´pRr1qqr´1{22 q dy
À pt´ r1 ´ r2q´1{2}V }L1xXK˜.
It is here and in the similar estimate for the general term that we fully use the
condition that V P K˜. Combining the two bounds we obtain
p4.3q À minpr´1{21 , r´1{22 , pt´ r1 ´ r2q´1{2q}V }L1xXK˜ À t
´1{2}V }L1xXK˜.
We now consider the general term, for n ě 2,ż 8
´8
e´itλR0ppλ` i0q2qpV R0ppλ` i0q2qqn´1p1 ´ hpλ{Rqq dλ “
“
ż
pδ0 ´RphpRtqq ˚ ´pδ0 ´ pR{2qphpRt{2qq ˚ p1těr1pt2 ´ r21q´1{2q¯V py1q ˚ . . .
˚ V pyn´1q
´
pδ0 ´ pR{2qphpRt{2qq ˚ p1těrnpt2 ´ r2nq´1{2q¯ dy1 . . . dyn´1,
(4.4)
where r1 “ |x´ y1|, r2 “ |y1 ´ y2|, . . . , rn “ |yn´1 ´ z|. Suppose we denote
fk “ pδ0 ´ pR{2qphpRt{2qq ˚ p1těrkpt2 ´ r2kq´1{2q.
We obtain that
}f1 ˚ . . . ˚ fn}L1t À
nź
k“1
minpR´1{2r´1{2k , 1` log´pRrkqq,
}f1 ˚ . . . ˚ fn}pt´r1´...´rnq´1{2L8t À
nź
k“1
minpR´1{2r´1{2k , 1` log´pRrkqq¨
¨
nÿ
k“1
1
r
1{2
k minpR´1{2r´1{2k , 1` log´pRrkqq
,
and
}f1 ˚ . . . ˚ fn}L8t À
n´1ź
k“1
minpR´1{2r´1{2k , 1` log´pRrkqq¨
¨
n´1ÿ
k“1
1
r
1{2
k minpR´1{2r´1{2k , 1` log´pRrkqq
¨ r´1{2n .
Therefore
p4.4q À minppt´ r1 ´ . . .´ rnq´1{2, r´1{21 , . . . , r´1{2n qR2´n}V }n´1L1xXK˜
À n1{2t´1{2R2´n}V }n´1
L1xXK˜
.
For sufficiently large R or small V the series is then summable.
Medium frequencies: We want to show that for every λ0 ‰ 0 there exists ǫ ą 0
such that›››› 1πi
ż 8
´8
eitλR0ppλ`i0q2qppI`V R0ppλ`i0q2qq´1´Iqhpλ´ λ0
ǫ
qf dλ
››››
L8x
À t´1{2}f}L1x.
(4.5)
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Without loss of generality, assume λ0 ą 2. Then we can write hpλ´λ0ǫ q “
p1´ hpλqqhpλ´λ0
ǫ
q. Then note that by (4.2)
}hpλ´ λ0
ǫ
q^ptq ˚ p1těrpt2 ´ r2q´1{2q}L1t À
À }pδ0 ´ phptqq ˚ p1těrpt2 ´ r2q´1{2q}L1t À minpr´1{2, 1` log´ rq. (4.6)
Furthermore, by a computation similar to (4.2) we obtain thatż 8
R
|pδ0´phptqq ˚ p1těrpt2´ r2q´1{2q| À minpr´1{2, 1` log´ r, pR2´ r2q´1{2q. (4.7)
At the same time, note that hpλ´λ0
ǫ
q^ “ ǫeiλ0ǫtphpǫtq and
}pǫeiλ0ǫtphpǫtqq˚p1těrpt2´r2q´1{2q}L8t À }ǫphpǫtq}L2,1t }1těrpt2´r2q}L2,8t À r´1{2ǫ1{2.
(4.8)
On the other hand, 1těrpt2 ´ r2q´1{2 À r´1{21těrpt ´ rq´1{2 and uniformly in ǫ
|pǫeiλ0ǫtphpǫtqq ˚ t´1{2| À t´1{2, so
}pǫeiλ0ǫtphpǫtqq ˚ 1těrpt2 ´ r2q´1{2}pt´rq´1{2L8t À r´1{2. (4.9)
Combining (4.8) and (4.9) we obtain that
}pǫeiλ0ǫtphpǫtqq ˚ 1těrpt2 ´ r2q´1{2}t´1{2L8t À ǫ1{2 ` r´1{2. (4.10)
Define the spaces of kernels U1 :“ UL1x,L1xXK˜1{2 and
V1 :“ tT pt, y, xq | }T pt, y, xq}t´1{2L8t P BpL1x, L1x XKqu.
Note that T P V1 implies that }T ptq}BpL1xq À t´1{2. Since
}f1 ˚ f2}t´1{2L8t À }f1}t´1{2L8t }f2}L1t ` }f1}L1t }f2}t´1{2L8t ,
we obtain that
}T1 ˚ T2}V1 À }T1}U1}T2}V1 ` }T1}V1}T2}U1
and more generally that›››› nź
k“1
Tk
››››
V1
À Cn
nź
k“1
}Tk}U1 ¨
nÿ
k“1
}Tk}V1
}Tk}U1
. (4.11)
Let Sǫpλq “ hpλ´λ0ǫ qV pR0ppλ ` i0q2q ´ R0ppλ0 ` i0q2q. A simple computation
shows that if V P L1x X K˜, (4.7) implies limǫÑ0 }pSǫ}xU1 “ 0. Furthermore, by (4.10)
Sǫ P xV1 uniformly for small ǫ (this also uses V P L1x X K˜).
We also observe that by (3.2) and Lemma 3.1, if V P L1 and V P Lqloc,
limRÑ8R1´1{q}V }Lqp|x|PrR,2Rsq “ 0, then pI`V R0ppλ0`i0q2qq´1 P BpL1q. Writing
pI ` V R0ppλ` i0q2qq´1 “ I ´ V R0ppλ` i0q2qpI ` V R0ppλ ` i0q2qq´1
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we obtain that, if in addition V P K˜, then pI`V R0ppλ0` i0q2qq´1´ I P BpL1x, L1xX
K˜1{2q and pI ` V R0ppλ0 ` i0q2qq´1 P BpL1x X K˜1{2q. We then express
hpλ´ λ0
ǫ
qppI ` V R0ppλ ` i0q2qq´1 ´ Iq “
“ hpλ´ λ0
ǫ
qppI ` V R0ppλ0 ` i0q2q ` hpλ´ λ0
2ǫ
qV pR0ppλ` i0q2q ´R0ppλ0 ` i0q2qqq´1 ´ Iq
“ hpλ´ λ0
ǫ
qp
8ÿ
n“0
pI ` V R0ppλ0 ` i0q2qq´1pS2ǫpλqpI ` V R0ppλ0 ` i0q2qq´1qn ´ Iq.
This expansion converges in xU1 for sufficiently small ǫ. By (4.11) we obtain that
hpλ´λ0
ǫ
qppI ` V R0ppλ ` i0q2qq´1 ´ Iq P xV1 as well.
In addition, by (4.6) and (4.10),
}phpλ´ λ0
2ǫ
qR0ppλ ` i0q2qq^ptqpx, yq}L1t À 1` log´ |x´ y|,
phpλ´ λ0
2ǫ
qR0ppλ` i0q2qq^ptqpx, yq À t´1{2p1` |x´ y|´1{2q
and the conclusion (4.5) follows.
Low frequencies: Here our goal is to show that for sufficiently small ǫ ą 0›››› 1πi
ż 8
´8
sinptλqR0ppλ` i0q2qppI ` V R0ppλ ` i0q2qq´1 ´ Iqhpλ
ǫ
qf dλ
››››
L8x
À t´1{2}f}L1x
(4.12)
and likewise for the cosine propagator.
Following Lemma 2.2, we decompose R0ppλ ` i0q2q into a component qL with
integrable Fourier transform and a rank-one part:
R0ppλ ` i0q2q “ qLpλq ` hpλqp i
4
sgnλ´ 1
2π
log |λ|q1b 1,
where Lptq “ 1těrpt2 ´ r2q´1{2 ´ ηptqt´1 ` p˜gptq. We know by Lemma 2.2 that
}ǫphpǫtq ˚ Lptq}L1t À }Lptq}L1t À 1` | log r|
and that as RÑ8ż 8
R
|Lptq| dt À χrěRplog r ´ logRq `maxp1, r
2
R2
q ` op1q. (4.13)
Note that for 1 ď p ď 2 (using Lorentz spaces for p “ 2)
}ǫphpǫtq ˚ 1těrppt2 ´ r2q´1{2 ´ t´1q}L8t À }ǫphpǫtq}Lp1t }1těrppt2 ´ r2q´1{2q ´ t´1q}Lpt
À r´1`1{pǫ1{p.
(4.14)
On the other hand, for 0 ď α ď 1
2
, 1těrpt2 ´ r2q´1{2 À r´α1těrpt ´ rqα´1 and
for 0 ă α ď 1, uniformly in ǫ,
ǫphpǫtq ˚ p1tě0tα´1q À tα´1,
so
}ǫphpǫtq ˚ p1těrpt2 ´ r2q´1{2q}pt´rqα´1L8t À r´α. (4.15)
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The same remains true after adding the term 1těrt´1, which is smaller. Combining
(4.14) and (4.15) we get that
}ǫphpǫtq ˚ 1těrppt2 ´ r2q´1{2 ´ t´1q}t´1{2L8t À ǫ1{2 ` r´1{2.
We consider separately the term 1těrt´1 ´ ηptqt´1, for which we see that
}ǫphpǫtq ˚ 1těrt´1 ´ ηptqt´1}t´1{2L8t À }1těrt´1 ´ ηptqt´1}t´1{2L8t À 1` r´1{2.
Therefore
}ǫphpǫtq˚Lptq}t´1{2L8t “ }ǫphpǫtq˚p1těrpt2´r2q´1{2´ηptqt´1q}t´1{2L8t À 1`ǫ1{2`r´1{2.
In a similar manner we obtain that
}ǫphpǫtq˚Lptq}t´1{2p1`log` |t|q´kL8t À 1`ǫ1{2p1`logk` rq`r´1{2`r´1{2 logk` r. (4.16)
Although it is also possible to carry out the low energy analysis in an L2 setting,
as in the proof of Lemma 3.2, we first do the proof in a weighted L1 setting for a
sharper result. Recall the notationsG0 “ R0p0q, v “ |V |1{2, U “ sgnV , P “ vbv}V }
L1x
,
Q “ I ´ P . We write I ` V R0ppλ ` i0q2q “ UpU ` |V |R0ppλ` i0q2qq and and
U ` |V |R0ppλ` i0q2q “
ˆ
Q1pU ` |V |R0ppλ` i0q2qqQ1 Q1pU ` |V |R0ppλ` i0q2qqP1
P1pU ` |V |R0ppλ ` i0q2qqQ1 P1pU ` |V |R0ppλ` i0q2qqP1
˙
“:
ˆ
L˜00pλq L˜01pλq
L˜10pλq L˜11pλq
˙
.
Here we define the projections P1 and Q1 by P1 :“ |V |b1}V }
L1x
and Q1 “ I ´ P1. They
are bounded on L1 and on weighted L1.
The inverse is given for small λ by the Feshbach formula (Lemma 3.3):
pU ` |V |R0ppλ ` i0q2qq´1 “
ˆ
L˜´100 ` L˜´100 L˜01C˜´1L˜10L˜´100 ´L˜´100 L˜01C˜´1
´C˜´1L˜10L˜´100 C˜´1
˙
,
where C˜ “ L˜11 ´ L˜10L˜´100 L˜01.
Define the spaces of kernels U˜1 :“ Up1`log` |x|q´1L1x,p1`log` |x|q´2L1xXK˜1{2 and
V˜1 :“ tT pt, y, xq | }T pt, y, xq}t´1{2p1`log` |t|q´2L8t P
Bpp1` log` |x|q´2L1x, p1` log` |x|q´1L1x XK1qu.
(4.17)
Note that T P V˜1 implies that }T ptq}Bpp1`log` |x|q´1L1xq À t´1{2p1 ` log` |t|q´2. In
addition, }T1 ˚ T2}U˜1 À }T1}U˜1}T2}U˜1 . From
}f1˚f2}t´1{2p1`log` |t|q´2L8t À }f1}t´1{2p1`log` |t|q´2L8t }f2}L1t`}f1}L1t }f2}t´1{2p1`log` |t|q´2L8t
it follows that
}T1 ˚ T2}V˜1 À }T1}U˜1}T2}V˜1 ` }T1}V˜1}T2}U˜1 .
More generally ›››› nź
k“1
Tk
››››
V˜1
À Cn
nź
k“1
}Tk}U˜1 ¨
nÿ
k“1
}Tk}V˜1
}Tk}U˜1
. (4.18)
In the Fehsbach formula we first examine L˜´100 . As in the medium frequency case,
let Sǫpλq “ hpλǫ qpL˜00pλq ´ L˜00p0q. Due to (4.13), limǫÑ0 }Sǫ}y˜
1U
“ 0; this requires
that V pxq P p1 ` log` |x|q´3L1x X p1` log` |x|q´1K˜1{2 X K˜.
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Zero being a regular point of the spectrum implies that L˜00p0q “ Q1pU `
|V |G0qQ1 is invertible on Q1p1 ` log` |x|q´1L1x. Indeed, we consider two cases,
according to whether
ş
V pxq dx “ 0.
If
ş
V pxq dx ‰ 0 consider the operator Q1U on Q1L1x “ tf P L1x |
ş
fpxq dx “ 0u.
Q1U is a compact perturbation of U . Therefore, if Q1U is not invertible on Q1L
1
x
there must exist f P Q1L1x such that Q1Uf “ 0, so Uf “ α|V | or in other words
f “ αV . Thus Q1UQ1 is invertible on Q1L1x if and only if
ş
V pxq dx ‰ 0.
If
ş
V pxq dx “ 0, choose a compact integral kernel Kpx, yq P BpL1y, L8x q such thatş
V pxqKpx, yqV pyq dx dy ‰ 0 and consider the operator Q1pU ´ δ|V |Kq on Q1L1x.
This is also a compact perturbation of U . Therefore, if it is not invertible on Q1L
1
x
there must exist f P Q1L1x such that Q1pU´δ|V |Kqf “ 0, so pU´δ|V |Kqf “ α|V |,
so
f “ pU ´ δ|V |Kq´1|V | “
8ÿ
n“0
δnV pKV qn
for sufficiently small δ. If
ş
fpxq dx “ 0 for all δ in a neighborhood of zero, thenş
V pKV qn dx “ 0 for all n, which is a contradiction when n “ 1.
Therefore there exists some value of δ (possibly zero) such that Q1pU´δ|V |KqQ1
is invertible on Q1L
1
x. The same goes for weighted L
1 and Kato spaces. We then
write
L˜´100 p0q “ pQ1pU ` |V |G0qQ1q´1 “ pQ1pU ´ δ|V |KqQ1q´1´
´vpQpU ` vG0vqQq´1pvG0 ` δvKqpQ1pU ´ δ|V |KqQ1q´1.
This shows that L˜´100 p0q is bounded on QL1x and on weighted L1, assuming that
zero is a regular point of the spectrum. Reiterating
L˜´100 p0q “ pQ1pU´δ|V |KqQ1q´1´pQ1pU´δ|V |KqQ1q´1Q1p|V |G0`δ|V |KqQ1L˜´100 p0q,
we also obtain that L˜´100 p0q is bounded on the Kato spaces.
We then use the expansion
hpλ
ǫ
qL˜´100 pλq “
8ÿ
n“0
p´1qnL˜´100 p0qpS2ǫpλqL˜´100 p0qqn.
Therefore, for sufficiently small ǫ, hpλ
ǫ
qpL˜´100 pλq ´ pQ1pU ` |V |G0qQ1q´1q P x˜1U
(or equivalently hpλ
ǫ
qpL˜´100 pλq ´ Uq P x˜1U).
In addition, using (4.18), since by (4.16) }Sǫ} x˜
1V
À 1 uniformly for small ǫ, we now
obtain that hpλ
ǫ
qpL˜´100 pλq´Uq P x˜1V . This requires that V P p1` log` |x|q´3L1xX K˜.
Next, observe that
C˜pλq “ pfpλq ` hpλqp i
4
sgnλ´ 1
2π
log |λ|qqV b 1,
where we knew that f P xL1λ and we have now obtained that | pfptq| À t´1{2p1 `
log` |t|q´2. For small ǫ
hpλ
ǫ
qC˜pλq´1 “
8ÿ
n“0
p´1qnhpλ
ǫ
qfnpλq
p i
4
sgnλ´ 1
2π
log |λ|qn`1
1
}V }2
L1x
V b 1.
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Along the same lines as in the proof of Lemma 3.2 one can show that for n ě 1›››››
ˆ
hpλ
ǫ
q
p i
4
sgnλ´ 1
2π
log |λ|qn
˙^›››››
t´1{2p1`log` |t|q´2L8t
À ǫ1{2
ˆ
1
| log ǫ|n´2 `
n2
| log ǫ|n
˙
.
Therefore for small ǫ hpλ
ǫ
qC˜pλq´1 P x˜1U X x˜1V . Examining the other components of
pU ` |V |R0ppλ ` i0q2qq´1, we see that we have proved that
hpλ
ǫ
qppU ` |V |R0ppλ` i0q2qq´1 ´ Uq P x˜1U X x˜1V
or equivalently
hpλ
ǫ
qppI ` V R0ppλ ` i0q2qq´1 ´ Iq P x˜1U X x˜1V . (4.19)
We now consider the Fourier transform of the expression
hpλ
ǫ
qR0ppλ ` i0q2qppI ` V R0ppλ` i0q2qq´1 ´ IqV R0ppλ ` i0q2q.
In this expression, we treat the first and the last factors separately, writing their
Fourier transform as
ǫphpǫtq ˚ p1těrppt2 ´ r2q´1{2 ´ t´1q ` 1těrt´1q,
where the first term is better behaved than the second. Sinceż t´r2
r1
ds
spt´ sq “
logpt´ r1q ` logpt´ r2q ´ log r1 ´ log r2
t
,
we obtain that
}p1těr1t´1q ˚ p1těr2qt´1}t´1{2L8t À 1`
log´minpr1, r2q
maxpr1, r2q1{2 À 1`
log´ r1
r
1{2
2
` log´ r2
r
1{2
1
.
(4.20)
Also note thatż t
r1`r2
p1těr1t´1q ˚ p1těr2t´1q dt À plog` t` log´ r1qplog` t` log´ r2q.
Then
}p1těr1t´1q ˚ fptq ˚ p1těr2t´1q}t´1{2L8t À
À
˜
1` log´ r1
r
1{2
2
` log´ r2
r
1{2
1
¸
}f}L1t`
` } sup
sPrr1`r2,t{2s
plog` t` log´ r1qplog` t` log´ r2qfpt´ sq ds}t´1{2L8t
À
˜
1` log´ r1
r
1{2
2
` log´ r2
r
1{2
1
¸
}f}L1t ` }f}t´1{2p1`log` |t|q´2L8t `
` plog´ r1 ` log´ r2q}f}t´1{2p1`log` |t|q´1L8t ` log´ r1 log´ r2}f}t´1{2L8t .
Taking into account (4.19) and the definitions of U˜1 and V˜1, it follows that›››› 1πi
ż 8
´8
eitλR0ppλ` i0q2qppI ` V R0ppλ ` i0q2qq´1 ´ Iq
V R0ppλ` i0q2qhpλ
ǫ
qf dλ}L8x À t´1{2}f}L1x .
(4.21)
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We next treat separately the term
1
πi
ż 8
´8
sinptλqR0ppλ ` i0q2qV R0ppλ` i0q2qhpλ
ǫ
q dλ. (4.22)
Taking the Fourier transform and denoting |x´ y| “ r1, |y´ z| “ r2, we obtain an
expression of the formż
pǫphpǫtq ˚ 1těr1pt2 ´ r21q´1{2qqV pyq ˚ pǫphpǫtq ˚ 1těr2pt2 ´ r22q´1{2q dy.
The worst-behaved term in this expression is p1těr1t´1q ˚ p1těr2t´1q, for which we
have the bound (4.20). Therefore, for V P K˜,
p4.22q À t´1{2
ż
|V pyq|p1 ` log´ r1r´1{22 ` r´1{21 log´ r2q À t´1{2. (4.23)
From (4.21) and (4.23) we obtain (4.12).
Combining the results for high, medium, and low frequencies, by means of a
partition of unity, we see that we have proved that››››ˆ sinpt
?
HqPc?
H
´ sinpt
?´∆q?´∆
˙
f
››››
L8x
À t´1{2}f}L1x
and likewise for the cosine. Taking into account the well-known results in the free
case, see [2], the conclusion (1.16) follows. For (1.17), we need to additionally prove
that xHyαx∆y´β is L1-bounded for α ă β. This is shown in Appendix C. 
Appendix A. The Fourier transforms of Hankel functions
According to formula (4.7.19) in [1], for Re ρ ą 0
H`0 pρq “
1
πi
ż p1`q
1`i8
eiρtpt2 ´ 1q´1{2dt,
where the integral is taken along a contour that starts at 1` i8 with argpt2´ 1q “
´π, surrounds the point 1 in counterclockwise fashion, and goes back to 1` i8.
Following Cauchy’s theorem, for Im ρ ą 0 one can change the contour to one
that follows the real axis, starting at `8 with argpt2 ´ 1q “ ´2π, surrounds the
point 1 in counterclockwise fashion, and goes back to `8. Letting the contour
approach the real axis and Im ρÑ 0, we obtain (2.5).
One can make a similar derivation for (2.6), starting from formula (4.7.20) in
[1]: for Re ρ ą 0
H´0 pρq “
1
πi
ż p´1´q
´1`i8
eiρtpt2 ´ 1q´1{2dt,
where the integral is taken along a contour that starts at ´1`i8 with argpt2´1q “
π, surrounds the point ´1 in the clockwise direction, and goes back to ´1` i8.
Appendix B. The cosine evolution in two dimensions
We start our derivation from the usual formula for the sine evolution: for t ą 0
psinpt
?´∆q?´∆ fqpxq “
1
2π
ż
|y|ăt
fpx´ yqa
t2 ´ |y|2 dy “
1
2π
ż t
0
ż
S1
fpx` rωqr?
t2 ´ r2 dω dr.
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Integrating by parts we obtain
psinpt
?´∆q?´∆ fqpxq “ tfpxq `
1
2π
ż t
0
ż
S1
ω∇fpx` rωq
a
t2 ´ r2 dω dr.
Taking a derivative in t we get
pcospt?´∆qfqpxq “ fpxq ` 1
2π
ż t
0
ż
S1
ω∇fpx` rωqt?
t2 ´ r2 dω dr
“ fpxq ` 1
2π
ż
|y|ăt
Brfpx` yqta
t2 ´ |y|2 dy,
where Br is the derivative in the direction of y, y|y|∇. Taking into account the fact
that fpxq ` şt
0
ωfpx` rωq dr “ fpx` tωq, we can represent the cosine evolution as
pcospt?´∆qfqpxq “ 1
2π
ż
S1
fpx` tωq dω `
ż t
0
ż
S1
ω∇fpx` rωqr2 dω dr
pt`?t2 ´ r2q?t2 ´ r2
“ 1
2πt
ż
|y|“t
fpx` yq dy ` 1
2π
ż
|y|ăt
Brfpx` yq|y| dy
pt`
a
t2 ´ |y|2q
a
t2 ´ |y|2 .
Assuming that f goes to zero at infinity, then fpx ` tωq “ ´ ş8
t
ω∇fpx ` rωq dr.
Therefore
pcospt
?
´∆qfqpxq “ ´ 1
2π
ż 8
t
ż
S1
ω∇fpx` rωq dω `
ż t
0
ż
S1
fpx` rωqr2 dω dr
pt`?t2 ´ r2q?t2 ´ r2
“ ´ 1
2π
ż
|y|ět
Brfpx` yq dy
|y| `
1
2π
ż
|y|ăt
Brfpx` yq|y| dy
pt`
a
t2 ´ |y|2q
a
t2 ´ |y|2 .
(B.1)
Appendix C. Boundedness of some Fourier multipliers
Lemma C.1. Assume that V P Lq for some q ą 1. For 0 ă α ă β ă 1
}xHyαp´∆` 1q´βf}L1x À }f}L1x .
Proof. For simplicity, we represent xHy as H ` λ0 for some sufficiently large λ0.
We make use of the following representation formula: for 0 ă p ă 1
A´p “ Cp
ż 8
0
pA` λq´1λ´p dλ
and
A1´p “ Cp
ż 8
0
ApA` λq´1λ´p dλ.
Therefore
xHyαp´∆`1q´β “ CαCβ
ż 8
0
ż 8
0
λα´1µ´βpH`λ0qpH`λ0`λq´1p´∆`1`µq´1 dλ dµ.
(C.1)
Note that }p´∆`1`µq´1}BpL1xq À p1`µq´1 (easy to prove using duality and L8),
}∆p´∆` 1` µq´1}BpL1q “ } ´ I ` p1` µqp´∆` 1` µq´1}BpL1xq À 1,
}V p´∆` 1` µq´1}BpL1q À }V }Lqx}p´∆` 1` µq´1}BpL1x,Lq1x q
À }V }Lqxp1` µq
1
q
´1pq ´ 1q´ 1q À 1,
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so }pH ` λ0qp´∆` 1` µq´1}BpL1xq À 1. Similarly we see that for sufficiently large
λ0 and all λ ě 0
}pH ` λ0 ` λq´1}BpL1xq À }p´∆` λ0 ` λq´1}BpL1xq}pI ` V p´∆` λ0 ` λq´1q´1}BpL1xq
À pλ0 ` λq´1
because }V p´∆` λ0 ` λq´1q´1}BpL1q ď 1{2. Therefore
}pH ` λ0qpH ` λ0 ` λq´1}BpL1xq “ }I ´ λpH ` λ0 ` λq´1}BpL1xq À 1.
In conclusion
}pH ` λ0qpH ` λ0 ` λq´1p´∆` 1` µq´1}BpL1xq À minppλ0 ` λq´1, p1` µq´1q
À p1` λq´α`β2 p1` µqα`β2 ´1.
Plugging this back into (C.1), we obtain that
}xHyαp´∆` 1q´β}BpL1q À
ż 8
0
ż 8
0
λα´1p1 ` λq´α`β2 µ´βp1` µqα`β2 ´1 dλ dµ ă 8.

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